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Overview

The existence of hierarchical stage sequences is a controversial issue (Brainerd, 1973; Buchanan, 1984). This controversy cannot be resolved in the absence of task sequences that reliably and accurately reflect specific difficulty levels. In this study, we show that Commons' (Commons, Gooden, Stein, and Krause, 1995) Balance-Beam instrument, which was designed specifically to assess hierarchical complexity, elicits developmentally sequenced and hierarchically organized behavior. In doing this we demonstrate how Rasch modeling (Rasch, 1980) and saliency analysis (Wilson, 1989) can be applied to the problem of demonstrating that a constructed developmental task series actually measures what it is purported to measure.

Theoretical Framework

The Model of Hierarchical Complexity (MHC) of Commons and his colleagues (Commons, Trueba, Stein, Richards, and Krause, 1998) is a generalized developmental model that classifies development in terms of the hierarchical organization of ideal actions. The model addresses two conceptually different but related issues. The first issue is the analytic notion of hierarchical complexity. Hierarchical complexity refers to the number of recursions that coordinating actions must perform on a set of primary elements. Actions at a higher order of hierarchical complexity: a) are defined in terms of the actions at the next lower order of hierarchical complexity; b) organize and transform the lower order actions; and c) produce organizations of lower order actions that are new, non-arbitrary, and cannot be accomplished by those lower order actions alone.

The second issue is the empirical question of how hierarchical complexity of performance on tasks develops. For the instrument employed in this study—the Balance Beam instrument (Commons et al., 1995)—several tasks have been analytically constructed for each of 6 complexity orders. An individual's hierarchical complexity score on this task series is based on the order of hierarchical complexity of the most complex tasks that are accurately completed. Hierarchical complexity scores are not intended to be measures of competence. They are measures of performance.

Tasks have many features in addition to their hierarchical complexity, many of which affect performance (Fischer and Bidell, 1990). In order to minimize the "noise" from features other than hierarchical complexity, the balance beam problems in our instrument were constructed with as little variation in form and content as possible. In other words, in constructing items for the different complexity orders, we attempted to manipulate only the hierarchical complexity dimension.

If the tasks in an instrument represent a single latent dimension, differing only in their difficulties, then we would expect the data to fit the Rasch model. However, if the tasks in an instrument represent successive orders of hierarchical complexity, and solving tasks of different orders of hierarchical complexity requires qualitatively different forms of reasoning, then both item difficulties and person estimates will exhibit relatively rigid, Gutman-like (Gutman, 1950) orderings (Fischer, Knoll, and Van Parys, 1993). Moreover, Rasch analysis will reveal clusters of items, representing the different complexity orders, that are separated by statistically significant gaps, and the distribution of person estimates may appear "toothy" with clusters of person estimates systematically associated with clusters of item difficulties (Dawson, 1998; Dawson-Tunik, Commons, Wilson, and Fisher, 2005). Certain patterns of misfit to the Rasch model are also likely to be observed (Mislevy and Wilson, 1996; Wilson, 1989). Several other models that differ from the model (Wilson, 1989 #5202) make it possible to test whether or not these patterns are indicative of discontinuities in development that are consistent with developmental stage theory.

We hypothesize (1) that the ability to solve balance beam problems will emerge in a Rasch analysis as a single latent trait or dimension of performance with item difficulties ordered according to complexity order; (2) that items of different orders of hierarchical complexity will cluster in groups along this dimension and that misfit will be associated with this clustering; and (3) that a saliency analysis will demonstrate that these clusters are indicative of a pattern of performance that supports the notion of developmental stage.

Method

Convenience sampling was used to gather 121 predominantly Caucasian, middle class participants (79 female, 37 male), whose ages ranged from 7 to 55 years (M = 29.2, SD = 12.98). Participants were solicited from New England public schools and colleges. Participation was voluntary. Participants were given unlimited time to complete a multiple choice pen and paper instrument containing primary, concrete, abstract, formal, systematic, and metasystematic balance beam problems. Only the concrete, abstract, formal, and systematic balance beam problems are analyzed here.

Instrument

The Balance Beam Series is a pen and paper instrument that consists of sets of multiple choice problems of increasing hierarchical complexity. The tasks form a series because every higher order task has the lower order task of the previous complexity order embedded within it. In the present series, there are 5 concrete order items, 5 abstract order items, 4 formal order items, and 4 systematic order items. These items are presented in 4 sections. A set of instructions and an example problem are provided at the beginning of each section. Figure 1 gives examples of items at each level.

Concrete Balance Beam. The concrete Balance Beam task requires the coordination of two operations, as shown in Figure 1: First, the total weight on each side of the beam must be equal. On one side of the fulcrum, there is a single weight. This weight must be balanced by a stated weight plus some unknown additional weight. The participant determines the unknown additional weight by subtracting the stated amount of weight (1) from the total (2).

Abstract Balance Beam. In the abstract Balance Beam tasks (Figure 1, second example), the distances between the weights and the fulcrum are no longer held constant, as they were on the concrete Beam. Therefore, when determining the amount of weight necessary to balance a given weight on the opposite side of the beam, the participant must consider both weight and distance. We created tasks with the following constraint. The distance between the fulcrum and the weight on one side of the beam is equal to the weight on the other side of the beam. Similarly, the weight on one side of the beam is equal to the distance between the fulcrum and the weight on the other side of the beam. Because of this constraint, torque can be calculated either by summing weight and distance or by taking their product.

The task requires the participant to solve for a single unknown variable. But because the participants performing at this complexity order have not acquired the true rule for calculating torque (the product of weight and distance), they will only consistently solve balance beam problems built with the aforementioned constraint. Applying the additive rule to beams that have not been built with this constraint (i.e., formal Balance Beams) produces incorrect solutions.

Formal Balance Beam. In Inhelder and Piaget's formal balance beam (1958), the task was to make the beam balance by moving the weights toward or away from the fulcrum and by increasing or decreasing the size of the weights. The beam is in balance when the torques on each side of the fulcrum are equal in magnitude, where torque is equal to the amount of weight times its distance from the fulcrum. The formal Balance Beam tasks in the present instrument (Figure 1, third example) require the participant to use the multiplicative rule to find an unknown weight or distance that will make the beam balance.

Systematic Balance Beam. A systematic Balance Beam task presents two formal balance beams to the participant. The same two unknown quantities (weights or distances) must be determined for both beams. In order to find the unknowns, the participant is required to solve a set of simultaneous equations. The
participant must relate two formal operational
equations to solve these simultaneous
equations.

Table 1 shows some anticipated response
patterns, according to the orders of hierarchical
complexity of the tasks at each complexity order.
Not all respondents are expected to conform to
one of these response patterns; they can be con-
sidered prototypical. Some subjects may be able
to correctly answer some, but not all of the prob-
lems at the complexity order above which they
can answer all problems correctly. Additionally,
it is to be expected that some respondents will
make isolated errors as a consequence of factors
unrelated to their overall stage of performance,
such as flaws in the instrument design and varia-
tions resulting from the method of administration.
Further, because this is a multiple-choice instru-
ment, guessing is possible and should cause a
certain amount of random variation. Never-
theless, in a Rasch analysis, if the overall response
patterns are similar to the patterns in Table 1,
groups of item estimates from each complexity
order should cluster together with gaps between
these groups.

In the following Rasch analysis we examine
the overall pattern of item difficulties and person
abilities. Then, Rasch analysis (Wilson, 1989) is
used to investigate whether the expected response
patterns occur with enough regularity to suggest a
step-like discontinuity between successive orders of
hierarchical integration.

A salutus analysis is appropriate here because
it determines whether the difficulty of a group
of items is significantly different for groups of
persons who have different ability estimates.
These differences are called second order discon-
tinuities. Salutus analysis is related to the family
of logistic models (Spada and McGraw, 1985),
but is distinguished from members of that family
by the inclusion of a latent group membership
parameter. For similar examples of the use of
salutus, see (Draney and Wilson, 2005; Draney and
Wilson, 2007; Draney, 1996; Fieus, Spicess, and
Draney, 2004; Mislevy and Wilson, 1996; Wilson,
1989).

Analysis

Initially, a Rasch model of the data was
estimated with the software, Quest (Adams and
Kho, 1993). Overall, the results of this analysis
support the claim that the Balance Beam Task
Series measures a single dimension of per-
formance. Reliability of the item estimates is
.97, with a mean infe mean square of .94 (SD =
.13). Standard errors of the item estimates range
from .28 to 1.03 (See Table 2). All of the items
have item mean squares that are close enough to
the expected value of 1 to fit the model. However,
the outfit mean squares are less consistent, with
formal item 4 and systematic item 1 exhibiting
positive misfit, indicating that performance on
these items is more erratic than expected. This
problem is discussed further below. Reliability of
case estimates is .77, with a mean infe mean
square of .95 (SD = .64). This low reliability for
the person estimates reflects the small number of
items in the Balance beam task series.

The distribution of person and item estimates
is shown in Figure 2. The 25 participants who
had perfect scores are not included. Performances
with positive infe to over 2.00 are indicated
with Y, while performances with negative infe
to below -2.00 are indicated with Z. Patterns of
fit will be discussed further below. Item dif-

## Concrete Task
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Circle the unknown weight, X, that will balance the following masses:

**Concrete Task**
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Circle the unknown weight, X, that will balance both of the following masses:

**Concrete Task**
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Figure 1. Examples of balance-beam tasks for each complexity order.

### Table 1

**Expected Performance Patterns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performances</th>
<th>Concrete</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th>Formal</th>
<th>Systematic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preconcrete</td>
<td>00000</td>
<td>00000</td>
<td>00000</td>
<td>00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>11111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cases with positive misfit comprise 6.7%**

of the sample. In Table 3, Case 99, for example,

is at the same level of performance (.56) as case

132, but in this instance, the respondent has
correctly answered one formal and systematic
items while missing several abstract items. This
pattern of response clearly violates performance
expectations.

Case 96, also at .56 logits, fits within the pa-

tameters of the present model. In this instance, the
respondent deviates from the expected pattern of
performance by correctly answering formal item
3, while incorrectly answering abstract item 3.

Because the Rasch model is probabilistic, a range
of variation from the expected pattern can occur
without causing misfit.

Performances at the juncture of the formal
and systematic levels are more problematic than
those at the juncture of the abstract and formal
levels. Although three instances of the anticipated
formal performance occur, as in case 076 in Table
3, there are also two instances of the pattern found
in case 015. (This pattern is problematic, and will
be discussed further below.) Most performances
around this level of difficulty have a mixture of
correct formal and correct systematic answers,
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Order</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Score Express.</th>
<th>Thresh</th>
<th>IniFit</th>
<th>OutFit</th>
<th>IniInf</th>
<th>OutInf</th>
<th>IniOK</th>
<th>OutOK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Concrete 1</td>
<td>96 120</td>
<td>-2.01</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Concrete 2</td>
<td>93 120</td>
<td>-2.29</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Concrete 3</td>
<td>93 120</td>
<td>-2.28</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Concrete 4</td>
<td>90 120</td>
<td>-2.27</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as in case 44 (Table 3). In light of the mixture of patterns, it is not surprising that the formal and systematic items are not clearly differentiated in Figure 2.

Salatius Analysis

To study the gappiness in our data, we performed a salutus analysis (Draney and Wilson, 2005; Draney and Wilson, in press; Draney, 1996; Pienwau et al., 2004; Mislevy and Wilson, 1996; Wilson, 1989). A salutus analysis is a mixture model extension of the Rasch model (Mislevy and Verhelst, 1990; Rost, 1990). Whereas a traditional partial credit analysis determines the probability of a given subject performing a given item in terms of item difficulty (delta) and subject ability (beta), a salutus analysis introduces item and subject stage as a third concept. This additional concept (along with the parameter(s) that embody it) can help to determine whether the gappiness and systematic shifts in item misfit present in the earlier two parameter Rasch analysis can be explained as stage change.

The salutus model is based on the assumption that there are H developmental stages in the population of interest. A different set of items represents each one of these stages, such that only persons at or above a stage are fully equipped to answer the items associated with that stage correctly. The salutus model assumes that all persons in stage h answer all items in a manner consistent with membership in that stage. However, persons within a stage may differ by proficiency.

To describe the model, suppose that, as in the partial credit model (Masters, 1982), the random variable $X_i$ indicates the response to item $i$. Items have $J_i + 1$ possible response alternatives indexed.
\(j = 0, 1, \ldots, n\). The parameter indicating step \(j\) for item \(i\) will be indicated by \(\beta_j\), the vector of all \(\beta_j\) by \(\beta\).

In the saltaus model, a person is characterized by a proficiency parameter \(\theta\), and an indicator vector for stage membership \(\phi\). If there are \(H\) potential stages, \(\phi = (\phi_0, \ldots, \phi_{H-1})\), where \(\phi_h\) takes the value of 1 if the examinee \(n\) is in stage \(h\) and 0 if not. Only one of the \(\phi_h\) is theoretically nonzero. As with \(\theta\), values of \(\phi_h\) are not observable.

Just as persons are associated with one and only one stage, items are associated with one and only one stage. Unlike person stage membership, however, which is unknown and must be estimated, item stage is known a priori, based on the theory that was used to produce the items. It will be useful to denote item stage membership by the indicator vector \(b\). As with \(\theta\), \(b = (b_0, \ldots, b_{H-1})\), where \(b_h\) takes the value of 1 if item \(i\) belongs to item stage \(h\) and 0 otherwise. The set of all \(b\) across all items is denoted by \(B\).

The equation:

\[
P(X_{oi} = j | \theta_0, \phi_0 = 1, \beta, \tau) = \frac{\exp \sum_{h=0}^{H-1} (\theta_h - \beta_h + \tau_h)}{\sum_{h=0}^{H-1} \exp \sum_{h=0}^{H-1} (\theta_h - \beta_h + \tau_h)}
\]

(1)

indicates the probability of response \(j\) to item \(i\). The saltaus parameter \(\tau_h\) describes the additive effect—positive or negative—for people in stage \(h\) on the item parameters of all items in stage \(k\). In developmental context, this often takes the form of an increase in probability of success as the person achieves the stage at which an item is located, indicated by \(\tau_h \geq 0\) when \(h \geq k\) (although this need not be the case). The saltaus parameters can be represented together as an \(H \times H\) matrix \(T\).

The probability that an examinee with stage membership parameter \(\phi\), and proficiency \(\theta\), will respond in category \(j\) to item \(i\) is given by:

\[
P(X_{oi} = j | \theta_0, \phi_0 = 1, \beta, \tau) = \prod_{h} P(X_{oi} = j | \theta_h, \phi_0 = 1, \beta, \tau_h)\]

(2)

Assuming conditional independence, the modeled probability of a response vector is:

\[
P(X = X | \theta_0, \phi_0 = 1, \beta, \tau) = \prod_{i} \prod_{h} P(X_{oi} = j | \theta_h, \phi_0 = 1, \beta, \tau_h)\]

(3)

The model requires a number of constraints on the parameters. For item step parameters, we use two traditional constraints: first, \(\beta_h = 0\) for every item, and second, the sum of all the \(\beta_h\) is set equal to zero. Some constraints are also necessary on the saltaus parameters. The set of constraints we have chosen is the same as that used by Mislevy and Wilson (1995), and will allow us to interpret the saltaus parameters as changes relative to the first (lowest) developmental stage. Two sets of constraints are used. First, \(\tau_h = 0\); thus, the difficulty of the first stage of items is held constant for all person groups; changes in the difficulty of items representing higher stages are interpreted with respect to this first stage of items for all person stages. Also \(\tau_h \geq 0\); thus, items as seen by person stages higher than 1 will be interpreted relative to the difficulty of the items as seen by persons in the lowest developmental stage.

As in Mislevy and Wilson (1996), the EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin, 1977) is used to estimate the structural parameters for the model. Empirical Bayes estimation is then used to obtain estimates of the probabilities of item parameters for each subject, as well as proficiency estimates given membership in each stage. A person is said to be classified into the stage for which that person's probability of membership is highest.

The Model of Hierarchical Complexity makes no predictions about gappiness. It does predict that when items are of identical hierarchical complexity, differences in performance will be explained by the presence of differences among items in horizontal complexity: prior exposure, training, etc. It also predicts that when horizontal complexity is held constant among items of identical hierarchical complexity, differences in performances will be explained by differences in hierarchical complexities. In such controlled circumstances, hierarchical complexity should predict the order in which proficiency is demonstrated.

The Commons stage-transition model does predict that toward the end of a transition from one complexity order to the next, developmental change occurs more rapidly. Changes in performance that occur over time are by definition dynamic. However, in a cross-sectional study, they may appear as gaps (i.e., Second order discontinuities) in a static representation of item difficulty. The saltaus model provides a tool for studying these discontinuities.

In order to perform a saltaus analysis, groups or classes of performance are specified. Participants are grouped by their performance on the items of each class. For example, in a two class saltaus analysis, participants who perform successfully on items of the first class but fail items of the second class are grouped in the first class. Participants who perform items of both classes are grouped in the class associated with the greater difficulty. Like the Model of Hierarchical Complexity, the saltaus model demands that those who perform items of the more difficult class also master items of the less difficult class. However, assignment of participants to a class is probabilistic. Performances that violate the assumptions of the saltaus model will have a significant probability of belonging to either class.

In the present case, we conducted a series of pairwise analyses in which we examined performance on concrete versus abstract, abstract versus formal, and formal versus systematic classes. These were followed by an analysis in which we specified a concrete/abstract class, contrasting performance in this class with performance in the formal class, and an analysis in which we specified the same concrete/abstract class, contrasting performance in this class with a formal/systematic class.

The results of the concrete versus abstract analysis did not support the notion of a stage shift or second order discontinuity between these two complexity orders. Because only three participants performed at the concrete level, it is unlikely that this result says very much about the balance beam instrument. Note the large error ranges for items 1-5, shown in Table 2.

The pairwise analysis of abstract versus formal classes is more revealing. Figure 3 shows the item difficulties for these classes. Note the large gap between the difficulty estimates for formal and abstract items in Class 1, and its complete disappearance in Class 2. Clearly, the formal items are much harder, relative to abstract items, for the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1 Abstract</th>
<th>Class 2 Formal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For 2, For 3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abs 5</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abs 2, Abs 4</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abs 3</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abs 1</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Difficulty estimates by class for abstract vs. formal classes.
members of Class 1 than for members of Class 2. This result supports the hypothesis that a second-order discontinuity occurs at the juncture of the abstract and formal complexity orders.

Figure 4 shows the pair-wise analysis of formal versus systematic classes. There is no gap between formal and systematic items in Class 1. In fact, item difficulties for Class 1 and Class 2 are almost identical. Further, the formal items are more difficult for both groups than the systematic items. Possible reasons for this reversal are discussed further below.

Because we did not find evidence of a second-order discontinuity between the concrete and abstract orders, we combined the concrete and abstract classes into a single concrete/abstract class for the remaining analyses. Figure 5 shows a pair-wise analysis of concrete/abstract versus formal classes. As in the second analysis, a large gap is apparent between concrete/abstract and formal items in Class 1. Once again, this gap disappears in Class 2. The formal items are much harder, relative to concrete and abstract items, for members of Class 1 than for members of Class 2. This result lends additional support to the hypothesis that a second-order discontinuity occurs at the juncture of the abstract and formal orders.

Because we did not find evidence of a second-order discontinuity between the formal and systematic complexity orders, we combined the formal and systematic classes into a single formal/systematic class for the final analysis. Figure 6 shows the results of this pair-wise analysis of concrete/abstract versus formal/systematic classes. A large gap is apparent between concrete/abstract and formal/systematic items in Class 1, though the gap in this analysis is somewhat smaller than in the second and fourth analyses, due to the low difficulty of systematic item 1. Once again, this gap disappears in Class 2. The formal/systematic items are much harder, relative to concrete and abstract items, for members of Class 1 than for members of Class 2. This result lends additional support to the hypothesis that a second-order discontinuity occurs at the juncture of the abstract complexity order and the complexity order that follows. However, it appears from this result that the systematic items are easier than the formal items, rendering the precise nature of the transition unclear. The likelihood ratio for this salutus analysis was compared with the likelihood ratio for the Rasch analysis. The salutus model predicts performance on the balance beam task with greater accuracy than the Rasch model ($\chi^2 = 71.91, df = 4, p < .01$).

Discussion

The Model of Hierarchical Complexity predicts that performance on items of a given hierarchical complexity will be consistent within individuals. In other words, proficiency at performing on an item of a given order of hierarchical complexity increases the probability of performing other items of the same order of complexity.

Further, the model predicts that individuals who are proficient at solving problems of a particular order of hierarchical complexity will also be proficient at solving problems of lower orders of hierarchical complexity. They should also have a lower probability of performing accurately on items whose order of hierarchical complexity is beyond the complexity order at which they generally perform. In the Rasch analysis, these probabilities were expressed in terms of the hierarchy of items and persons on the items by persons map. With the exception of two items, systematic 1 and formal 4, item difficulties were ordered as expected, though there was not as much differentiation between the concrete and abstract items and the formal and systematic items as we expected, based on the Model of Hierarchical Complexity. The lack of differentiation between the concrete and abstract problems could be associated with the small number of participants who performed at the concrete level. Note the large error ranges for items 1-5.

Figure 4. Difficulty estimates by class for formal vs. systematic classes.

Figure 5. Difficulty estimates by class for concrete/abstract vs. formal classes.

Figure 6. Difficulty estimates by class for concrete/abstract vs. formal/systematic classes.
The lack of differentiation between the formal and systematic items is more problematic for the Balance-Beam instrument and Commons' theory. Our first concern was the low difficulty estimate for systematic item 1 (shown in Figure 1). In order to understand why this item might be easier than all of the formal and the remaining systematic items, we compared its form and content with the other systematic items. We discovered that this item could be solved by coordinating an abstract, addition based equation with a formal, multiplication-based equation, while the other systematic items required the coordination of two formal, multiplication based equations. This would explain why the item is easier than the other systematic items, and it may also explain why it is easier than most of the formal items. If a formal operation is the coordination of abstract operations, then systematic item 1 could well be an easier formal item than the intentionally formal items on this instrument, because it provides more support. In effect, the need for coordination is more explicit when there are two balance beam problems to solve than when there is only one. Whereas the need for coordination can be overlooked in the case of the formal items, it is made explicit in the systematic items. This problem is compounded in the Balance-Beam instrument, because the rule for balancing the beam is explicitly provided prior to the presentation of the systematic items. This rule is not provided prior to the formal items. It seems likely that some able individuals carefully applied the abstract order additive rule to the formal balance beams, but switched to the multiplicative rule once it was described.

The results of the salutus analysis, though they support one of the hypothesized second-order discontinuities between stages, also magnify the failure of the formal and systematic items to accurately measure what they are intended to measure. When Class is included as a dimension, difficulties of the formal and systematic items are even less differentiated than in the Rasch analysis. If this pattern is the result of characteristics of the instrument rather than fundamental flaws in the theory, then it is clear that some instrument redesign is necessary.

We suggest the following. (1) Increase the number of items within each complexity order in order to increase the reliability of person estimates and saluts parameters. When the number of items within a saluts class is low (as it is in the present study), the reliability of the saluts parameters is also diminished. (2) Consider eliminating the multiple-choice format. Problems at the highest levels can be solved using operations of a lower order of hierarchical complexity by substituting the various multiple-choice responses until the correct response is found. This makes it very difficult to know what abilities the items are actually measuring. Further, the multiple-choice format permits guessing, adding "noise" that is difficult to interpret. (3) Redesign systematic item 1 to make it impossible to solve it with an addition strategy.

The construction of items that meet strict criteria for hierarchical complexity is a challenging task. Commons' effort to create items with task demands appropriate to specific complexity orders appears to have been more successful at the lower levels of hierarchical complexity than at the higher levels. The present analysis has provided useful information that can guide ongoing efforts in this area.
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